Recent Updates and Fixes for Internet Recharter 2.0

March 14, 2022
(this list includes multiple weeks releases)
- The Key 3 email can now be resent in Internet Recharter.
- A Key 3 leader that was Key 3 in multiple units but only getting one email has been corrected.
- Units can now print the roster in Internet Recharter which should give them the most up to date roster.
- Some councils are changing the terms of recharter to move all units to one cycle (e.g. in one council units who expired at the end of March are rechartering until Dec 31, so that all units will begin to recharter from 1/1 – 12/31.) Units may edit recharter terms. However, if they wish to make a change to a term other than 12 months, they will need to pay via check. This will allow council registrars the ability to validate the term before posting.
- Units showing an effective date of 3/1 and an expiry date of 1/31 has been fixed.
- Scout Life can now be added or removed from registrants in Internet Recharter.
- When payments fail, Units now get an email telling them it failed and to submit again.
- Lapsed units are shown as options for registrants to multiple into.
- Registrants not showing up on the Internet Recharter roster has been corrected.
- IH can register in other positions and error has been corrected.

March 4, 2022
- Extended the lapsed period for all December 31st and January 31st renewals an additional 30 days
- Update person search to allow selection of multiple profiles
- Update the process for youth members to be changed into an adult UP/VP or ASM
- In Add Reg display the positions they were registered in and the batch ID
- Validate units cannot post renew without a minimum of two paid youth
- Add the Unit Tenure to the Unit Maintenance page
- Fix of various issues with recording advancements
- Fix various issues with the Eagle Scout Form including creating the Eagle Rank when form is submitted
- Person search done at national or NST level will return the council number of the registrant
- Invitation manager email issue fixed
- Update rechartering page in Registrar tools for the extra 30 days of lapsed
- Registrars can now add a new person to the charter even if it’s a paid Internet recharter
- Registrars can now add unit participants to a charter with correct fees
- Fix Global search for persons
- Remove the age limit for UP/VP when person has a listed disability

February 25, 2022
- Leadership position error is fixed. If all positions are filled, validation will work correctly.
- Units can now print the roster in Internet Recharter which should give them the most up to date roster.
- Units showing an effective date of 3/1 and an expiry date of 1/31 has been fixed.
- Scout Life can now be added or removed from registrants in Internet Recharter.
- When payments fail, Units now get an email telling them it failed and to submit again.
- Registrants not showing up on the Internet Recharter roster has been corrected.
- A Key 3 leader that was Key 3 in multiple units but only getting one email has been corrected.
- The Key 3 email can now be resent in Internet Recharter.
- Error message that the term “Does Not Match the Batch Effective and Expiry Date” is fixed.